HOSTED PHONES (VoIP)
Connect anywhere, with any device

Agile
Scalable
Cost-Effective
Future-Proof
Secure & Robust
FUTURE-PROOF COMMUNICATIONS
Today’s modern workplace requires innovative
and agile technology to thrive. Efficient
communications are a priority, and that is why
businesses are choosing hosted phone systems.
Hosted phone systems, also known as Voice over
Internet Protocol (VoIP), use the internet to make
and receive calls. This cloud-based solution
liberates users from fixed landlines connected to
a copper wire network. Traditional landlines are
set to become obsolete in 2025, making VoIP a
future-proof choice.

BENEFITS OF VoIP FOR BUSINESSES
Whether your team works on-site, remotely or
flexibly, with VoIP they can connect to any device
anywhere in the world. The application allows
users to make, receive and transfer calls without
needing to use a desk phone.
VoIP is easily scalable and so ideal for growing
businesses. The versatility of this business
solution means it can integrate seamlessly into
organisations of all sizes and across all sectors.
Online security is a priority when it comes to
communications. VoIP is a robust and secure
choice with its many security features. These
include call encryption and software updates to
prevent data breaches.
With less hardware to maintain and no costly
landline charges, businesses can save up to 80%
when moving to VoIP. Businesses can also enjoy

cheaper call charges, including international calls
to landlines and mobiles.

CHOICE OF HARDWARE
Even though hosted phones are a relatively new
IT solution, it has already seen a change in
hardware trends. Originally, IP handsets which
resembled their traditional desktop counterparts
were preferred for the office environment. With
the shift to remote and flexible working patterns,
wireless headsets are now the popular choice
giving workforces more agility.
No matter what your hardware preference is,
Linten Technologies works in collaboration with
Yealink, Poly and Jabra to offer a range
compatible handsets and headsets that work
flawlessly with our hosted phone system.
Ready to modernise your business? Speak to our
IT Specialists today to start your journey to the
cloud.
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''Linten have been hosting our telephone service for
some time, which helps us run our business
anywhere in the world. We have spoken to clients
whilst in China and Europe and they have not known
any difference. ''
Simon Edmondson, Edmondson's Professional Services
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